
 

Frequently Asked Questions 

 
 

What is cold-pressed juice? 
Not all juice is created equal; juice made with the more common centrifugal and 
rotary machines expose the extracted juice to heat and oxidation, actually killing the 
vital elements like nutrients and enzymes that make juicing so beneficial in the first 
place! This is also why such juices need to be consumed immediately; with every 
passing moment the nutrient content diminishes, while the incidence of rancidity 
increases.   
Liquid Gold Juicery is proud to utilize a premium hydraulic press juicer indicated by a 
laboratory study, the Bailey Report, to yield a significantly higher level of mineral 
content-- quite literally the foundation of our health, offering critical nourishment to 
the deepest layers of our beings. While cold-pressing is a much slower and more 
time-consuming process, 4000 pounds of pressure expertly extract and preserve all 
of the life-giving properties of our exclusively organic ingredients, rupturing the cell 
walls of fruits and vegetables, liberating an abundance of nutrients, amino acids, 
vitamins, minerals, enzymes and chlorophyll. The cold-pressed method of extraction 
produces an exceptionally nutrient-rich juice that, with proper storage, is able to stay 
fresh and vital for days - and it tastes better, too! 



 

Are your juices pasteurized? 
The juices we offer are always 100% raw, unlike any juice you may find on grocery 
store shelves. Fresh, unpasteurized juice is not permitted for wholesale distribution; 
any re-sold juices are required by the FDA to be pasteurized for extended shelf life; 
large, commercial juice companies generally use the HPP (high pressure 
pasteurization) process in lieu of traditional pasteurization-by-heat methods. 
However HPP also kills vitamins, minerals and living enzymes that are essential to 
the digestion process and for our overall vibrancy. The warning label you will find on 
every one of our bottles about the unpasteurized product you are holding is required 
for all truly raw juices, and proves that our blends are never tampered with.  

Are your creations organic? 
All of the ingredients we utilize in our concoctions are organic, with the exception of 
coconuts-- thankfully, coconuts have a natural strong barrier to help keep potential 
toxins out. Our application for an organic processed food registration with the State 
of California is pending; soon we will be able to indicate all organic ingredients on 
our labels for full transparency.  

Why are your juices so “expensive”? 
Have you ever wondered why there was no cold-pressed juice shop in our amazingly 
health-conscious town? Probably because there is very little money to be made, and 
it’s actually very hard work (if it’s NOT hard work, then the equipment costs at least 
$20k!) This might be a good time to let you know: we are a simple, two-gal operation! 
Considering all of our juice ingredients are completely organic, and that our juices 
are cold-pressed (a much more time-consuming process with more expensive 
equipment to preserve all of the vital nutrients), our prices are comparable to 
standard juices in the area. Plus, if you return your bottle, our juices are really $10 
each.  

How can I save money on your juice? 
For every 16oz. bottle that you rinse and return, you receive $1 toward your next 
beverage. For every 8oz. bottle that you rinse and return, you receive $0.50 toward 
your next beverage. This is our way of maintaining sustainability in our operations, 
supporting your healthy habit with a little kick-back, and creating a window for an 
ongoing energetic exchange between us :)  
Do you have a juice club? 
We have a celery juice club, through which you are guaranteed a daily supply of 
100% pure, organic (and always cold-pressed) celery juice at $10 per 16oz bottle, 
rather than $11. If you return your bottle, that’s $9 per juice! Considering a head of 
celery is approximately $5 right now, and with a whole head going into a 16oz. juice, 
that’s a damn good deal.  

What’s the deal with celery juice? 



 

16oz. of plain celery juice first thing in the morning. That’s the (autoimmune) 
protocol popularized by Anthony William, also known as “Medical Medium,” and with 
extremely positive testimonials flooding the internet about the miraculous effects of 
celery juice on almost every health condition imaginable, celery juice may just 
become the biggest health fad in recent years. Why we love it? It’s relatively simple 
(a cold-pressed juicer is highly recommended, however) and accessible as a 
prevalent, common plant rather than a rare and exotic food from across the world. 
What are the benefits? There are truly too many to name but in a nutshell: celery is 
incredibly alkalizing; not only does dis-ease thrive in acidic states, but an alkaline 
state also supports a richly-cultured gut (and the gut is considered our second 
brain)! Further, celery juice is detoxifying to the liver and contains a special sodium 
cluster salt that starves pathogens. With the perfect balance of salty and sweet, this 
is actually a mild, surprisingly tasty juice that reminds us of the power of simplicity. 
Ask about our celery juice program to ensure your daily supply! 
 
 


